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WITH COEFFICIENTS
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Abstract. Araki and Toda have considered the existence and classification
of multiplications on generalized cohomology theories with coefficients in
the category of finite CW-complexes. We consider the same matters for
representable cohomology theories in a category of stable CW-spectra, such
as that constructed by Adams. We obtain similar, and in certain instances
stronger, results than Araki and Toda, with methods of proof that are often
simpler and more straightforward.

Introduction. We suppose we are given a ring spectrum E with multiplication (pairing) fi: E /\ E -* E representing a multiplicative cohomology theory. Whenever necessary we assume that ju is commutative or associative.
(Actually slightly weaker conditions suffice.) The corresponding theory with
Z?-coefficients is then represented by E /\ Mq, where Mq is the Moore
spectrum for Zq. We then consider multiplications ju.?:(E f\ Mq) /\(E /\ Mq)
-» E A Mq on the theory with coefficients which, in an appropriate sense, via
the reduction of coefficients morphism, are compatible with ¡l. We consider
also various additional properties which such ¡iq may possess, including those
of being Bockstein (i.e., making the Bockstein morphism an antiderivation),
commutativity and associativity.
Our main existence results may be summarized as follows. If q is odd there
is always a canonical compatible multiplication ¡iq which is Bockstein and
commutative. This multiplication is also associative if q is not a multiple of
three, or if a certain condition on E involving v. S3 -» S°, the generator of
the stable 3-stem, is satisfied. If q = 0 (mod 4) there are in general two such
canonical, but not canonically distinguishable, compatible multiplications
which are Bockstein. We determine a condition on E involving 17: Si -» S°,
the generator of the stable 1-stem, which assures that these multiplications are
commutative, and conditions involving 17and v which assure that they are
associative. If q = 2 (mod 4) we determine a condition on E, involving tj,
which is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a compatible multiplicaReceived by the editors October 5, 1977.
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tion, a stronger condition which is necessary and sufficient for the existence
of a Bockstein compatible multiplication, and a yet stronger condition which
is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a commutative (and Bockstein)
compatible multiplication. There is no canonical choice of compatible multiplication in this case, and for some E compatible multiplications do not exist.
A Bockstein compatible multiplication is associative in this case if q is not a
multiple of three, or if a condition on E involving v (the same as the one
needed when q is an odd multiple of three) is satisfied.
As for classification, our broadest result is that the group of stable morphisms [E /\ S1 A E ASly E /\ Mq] acts transitively without fixed points on
the set of all compatible multiplications, provided this set is nonempty. We
prove several other results of a similar type which classify all compatible
multiplications having specified properties.
Finally we consider multiplicative structures on Bockstein spectral
sequences in this context. We show that for each prime p there are successively induced multiplications on each stage of the modp Bockstein spectral
sequence which are compatible with ¡i, commutative, associative, and with
respect to which the differentials are antiderivations. Here we assume conditions involving 17 for the case p = 2 and, for associativity, a condition
involving v for the case/» = 3.
For the sake of brevity, we shall omit proofs similar to those of Araki and
Toda ([3], [4]), and of some results whose proofs are quite technical and

detailed. Full proofs may be found in [8].
Maunder [9] has some of the same results as [3] and [4], but these are
limited to existence results and to odd q.

Part I: Basic Ideas
1. Preliminaries. We assume throughout that we are working in Adams'
stable category of CW-spectra [2], or a similar such category. Thus the
objects, roughly, are spectra whose component spaces are CW-complexes. We
can speak of the stable cells of such an object. Morphisms are defined in an
appropriate way, and represent stable homotopy classes.
An important example of such a spectrum is S', the stable /-sphere, for any
integer i. In terms of component spaces (S')„ = S'+n for n > -i.
The most important technical construction is that of the smash product
X A Y of two spectra, having the usual properties of a smash product. In
particular, for any spectrum X there are canonical equivalences 5° A X « X
« X A S°, where 5° is the sphere spectrum. We shall make free use of these
equivalences without explicit mention. (For details on this and other aspects
of the category, see [2].)
We shall take our suspensions on the right. Thus SX = X A Sl, and

Si+lX = S(S'X).
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We let [X, Y]j denote the morphisms from A' to y of degree i. If i is
unspecified, it will be assumed to be zero. Thus [X, Y]¡ = [S'X, Y]. Also for
any particular morphism, if the degree is unspecified, it will be assumed to be
zero.
We may sometimes identify a morphism with its suspension or desuspension. For example, we shall let 17denote the generator of the stable 1-stem,
and we may write tj: S' -» 5°, or 17:S3 -» S2, or 17:S7 -> S6, etc.
For any spectrum X let \ = lx: X -* X denote the identity morphism, and
q = qx = q ■ lx: X -> X, for any integer q. For any X and y let T — TXY:
X A y -* Y AX denote the switching morphism.
Our category also contains a wedge product X V Y of any two spectra X
and y, having the usual properties of a wedge product. Given X = VJL i^i>
let n¡: X¡-*X denote the inclusion of the ith factor and p¡: X->X¡ the
projection onto the ith component, i = 1, . . ., m.
Given a CW-complex X, we may identify X with its suspension spectrum,

defined by (X)¡ = S'X, i > 0.
2. Cohomology with coefficients. Let Abea generalized cohomology theory
satisfying the wedge axiom. We let h'{x) denote the ith reduced cohomology
group of X with respect to h. We shall never consider nonreduced cohomology groups. By Brown's theorem, h is represented by a spectrum E. Thus

h'(x)**[X,E]_t.
If E represents h, we define the cohomology theory corresponding to h with
coefficients Zq to be the theory which is represented by the spectrum E A Mq.
Here Mq denotes the Moore spectrum of Zq. Thus h'(X; Zq) « [X, E A
Mq]_¡. Mq may be stably represented as S°Uqel. Thus in terms of component
spaces we have (M?), = S lUqe2 which is a Moore space for Zq.
We have a cofiber sequence

Xs°XMqZs*X

(1)

where iq is the inclusion morphism of S°, and irq collapses 5°.
A different definition is often given for generalized cohomology with
coefficients in the category of finite CW-complexes. Here h'(X; Zq) =
h'+2(X A (Mq)x). One would expect these two definitions to coincide.
Proposition

1. For a finite CW-complex X there is a natural equivalence

[X, E A Mq]_t*[JA

Wq\, E]_(i+2y

Proof. Apply Spanier-Whitehead duality to (1) to get a cofiber sequence

Then it is clear that Mq, mq and iq are desuspensions, respectively, of Mq, iq,
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and irq. Then we have

[X,EAMq]_i~[XAMq,E]_.
~[XAMq,E]_(¡+l)~[XA(Mq)vE]_0+2y
3. Multiplications. If A is a generalized cohomology theory, a multiplication

on h is a pairing ¡i: h'(X)<8>ft'(Y) -»•h'+J(X A Y), which is natural, bilinear,
compatible with suspension, and has a two-sided unit. Suppose h is represented by a CW-spectrum E. By naturality a multiplication on h corresponds
to a pair of morphisms

¡i-.EAE^E

L:S°->E

such that the following diagrams commute.
IAL

_

_

LAI

(2)
(Note that we use ft in two different, but related, ways.) We call L the unit
morphism of jt. Often we omit mention of L.
H is commutative if the following diagram commutes.

EAE

ü

EAE

/i is associative if the following diagram commutes.
/»Al

EAEAE

-»

4» A M

EAE
¿/»

£A£

-^

£

We say fi is commutative (mod ^) if the following diagram commutes.

EAE

-i

f4

£A£
If

1 A », ^

/1A/,

EAMq
By (1) this is equivalent to requiring that p — ¡iT be in ç[£ A £> £]• Associativity (mod 9) is defined analogously.
4. Compatible multiplications. We shall assume that we are given a multiplication p. on E, and shall then consider multiplications ¡iq on E A Mq. We
shall ask of such a ¡iq, beside the usual properties, that it be compatible with /x,
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meaning that the following diagrams commute:
1A<„A1

EAEAMq
(a)

-#

EAMqAMq

\cAl

1/ ft,

EAMq

EAMqAE
(b)

->

EAMqAEAMq

il AT

EAEAMq

I«,

*£

(3)

EAMq

Proposition 2. # ju.?« such that (3) commutes, then pq is a multiplication
with unit morphism L A iq-

Proof. From (3) we get commutative diagrams

EAMq

LAI

-»

(a)

EAEAMq

1A',A1£A«,

-*

EAMqAEAMq

ft A 1 \

i/ ft,

EAMg
EAMq
(b)

l^>

EAMqAE

-*

E A Mq A E A Mq

il AT

EAEAMq

in,

*•£'

(4)

EAMq

By (2)(a) and (4)(a), L A ', is a left identity; by (2)(b) and (4)(b), it is a right
identity.
(3) can be given another interpretation. Let us call pq = 1A'?: E -* E
Mq the reduction of coefficients morphism mod q. Given x: X -» E of degree
representing x G h'(X), we have a morphism p9x representing an element
h'(X; Zq). Denote this element pq(x). This defines the generalized reduction
coefficients homomorphism pq: h'(X) -* h'(X; Zq).
Now define morphisms

¡iL = n A 1: E AE AMq^>E AMq

A
-i
of
of

and

inR= (ft A 1)(1 A r): E A Mq A E^E

A Mq.

In an obvious way, these morphisms determine pairings

Mi: hl(X ) ® tí(Y; Zq) -♦ hi+->(XA Y; Zq)
and

fe: A'(*; Z,) 0 *V(y ) -» A,+>(*A Y; Zq),
called left multiplication and right multiplication, respectively. Then (3) says

that nL = iiq{pq0 1) and nR = (1 0 pç) (see [3, p. 84]).
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Given fi, we shall find a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence

of a compatible ¡iq: EAMqAEAMq^>EA

Mq, and we shall classify all

such ¡jLq.Further, we shall discuss the existence and classification of compatible ¡iq which satisfy various additional properties. Whenever necessary, we
shall assume ¡i to be commutative (mod q) or associative (mod q).
We shall omit subscript #'s where no confusion will result. Thus we may
write M for Mq, i for iq, etc., except where the context requires that q be
specified.

5. Additional properties. In ordinary cohomology the Bockstein operator ßq:
H'(X; Zq) -» Hi+\X; Zq) is antiderivation. This means that
(xy)ßq

= (yßq) + (-l)de*Y(xßq)y.

(5)

(It suits our conventions to write ßq on the right.) We shall extend this notion
to generalized theories.
Let 8 = Sq = (i A i)"': M -*■SM. Then define the Bockstein morphism

ß = ßq = I AS: E A M ^ E A SM.
Given x: X -» E A M of degree i representing x G h\X; Zq), let ßx represent (x)ßq G h' + 1(X; Zq). This defines the generalized Bockstein operator.
We say that a compatible multiplication juç is Bockstein if ßq is an
antiderivation with respect to ¡iq, i.e., if (5) holds where the multiplication is

with respect to nq.

Lemma 3. Let ¡iq: EAMAEAM—>EAMbea
compatible multiplication. Then ¡iqis Bockstein if and only if ßqy.q:EAMAEAM^*EA
SM is
the sum of the morphisms

Yi = (ft* A 1)(1£amai A ir)

and

where T: EAMAEAM-+EAMAEAM
M, and fixes the E factors.

y2 = y,f

interchanges the factors of

Proof. By general category theory arguments, u? is Bockstein if and only if
ßqHqis the sum of

fi-<*AlXljA"A/^)

and

Y2= ( A, A IXUa* A Ts,EAM){ßqA Ieam)Using (3) it may be seen that y, = yl and y2 = y2Next we consider a weak form of associativity that a compatible multiplication may satisfy. We say that pq is quasi-associative [3, p. 85] if given
x G h\X; Zq), y G ^(Y; Zq) and z G h\Z; Zq) such that at least one of
x, y and z is in the image of p, then (xy)z = x(yz), where products are with
respect to fiq. Quasi-associativity will turn out to be a useful concept in
classifying multiplications. Also, given that p. is associative (mod q) and
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commutative (mod q), it will turn out to be relatively easy to find a quasiassociative, compatible u?, while finding an associative fiq is more difficult.
Translated into the language of spectra, quasi-associativity requires that
three diagrams commute, one of which is

E AE AM AE AM

lAft,

-+

EAEAM

Ipl/\Ie/\m

ifti.

E AM AE AM

->

(6)

EAM

The other diagrams are similar.
Lemma A. If a compatible [iq is quasi-associative,

then u is associative

(mod q).

Proof. By (6),

M v-L
A W)0

A1A i A1A 0
= AlO A m,)0 A1A¡A1A'):£A.EA£^£AM.

But by (3) this is equivalent to

(1A OMftA 1)= (1A OmOahY-eaeae-*eam,
as desired.

Part II: Existence of Multiplications
1. Some morphisms involving M. The following lemma will be very important for us.

Lemma 5. If q zè 2 (mod 4), 1M is of order q. If q = 2 (mod 4), lM is of
order 2q and qM = Í7777:M^* M, where i\: Sl -» 5° generates the stable
one-stem.

Proof. See [3, p. 75].
Corollary
6. For any X and i, h '(X; Zq) is a Zq module if q *é 2 (mod 4)
and a Z2q module if q = 2 (mod 4).
Now let a, q and r be integers with q, r > 2, such that aq = 0 (mod r). Let
a' = a#/r. Then it is easily checked that there is a unique morphism 5:
Mr -> Mq such that the following diagrams commute.

S°

(a)

^

U
Mr

S°

K
-*

Af,

Mr

(b)

4.

K
S1

Mq

^
A

5'

(7)
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In particular we have morphisms f = rqr: Mv -» Mq and ï = Ï : M -»
Mqr. It may be noted that these morphisms are Spanier-Whitehead dual to
each other. Furthermore, using (7), the following relations are easily verified.
(a)

iq = riqr:S°^Mq,

(c)

riqr = liq: S°-^

(b)

<nq= VT: Mq -» S,

(d)

rnqr = »/: M,, -* S;

Proposition

(a)

V-V^ = %m: M<

(b)

Ï„L

Mqr,

Mq,

= L„:3/,^M„

(8)

(9)

7. For any spectra A, B the short exact sequences based on (I)

(a) 0 -+[A, B] 0 Zq(l^'

(b) 0^[AAS',B]®Zq

[A, BAM] ^'

V

[AAM,B]

Tot([A, B A S'], Zq),

-*

ToT([A,B],Zq)^0

spht if q = 2 (mod 4) or if q = 2 (mod 4) and qBAM= 0 or qAAM= 0. The
proof is similar to [2, pp. 81-82].
We need to know the low dimensional homotopy and cohomotopy groups
of Mq, and the morphisms of low degree from Mq to itself. The following
results come essentially from [3, pp. 95-97], but beware that in [3] Mq means
(Mq)i, and thus the degrees are different.
The information in the following table is well known.
¡<0

¡= 0

;= 1

i=2

i=3

[S', S0
generators

From (1) we get short exact sequences:

(a)

O-*[S',S°]0Z?-i

(b) 0^[Sl,S-i+l]®ZqZ

[si,Mq]^ToT([Si,S1],Zq)-»0,
[Mq,S-i+l]^ToT([S°,S-i+i],Zq)^0.

Proposition
8. The groups [S',Mq] and [Mq, 5~,+1] are given by the
following table, i < 3, where, for even q, ÍJ « iL: S2 —»M and rj = rjq: M -+
S~x satisfy (a) irq = 17= 171',
(b) lq¿ki¡q = ij2kq,and (c) ñqkqak = r\2kq,for all
positive integers k and even positive integers q.
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i=0
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i= 2

q odd

'(9,24)

q = 0 (mod 4)

£••, ™ ^2

q = 2 (mod 4)

£?m

Z9 eZ(?.24)
Z2 ® Z(fl,24)

generators of [5', M ]

'V

V, ¡V

ijtj, ty

generators of [M , S ,+ 1]

TJTT

17, T7-7T

777?, 1TT

(10)
From (1) we get Spanier-Whitehead dual short exact sequences:

(a) 0 ^[s'Mq, S°] 0Z,Í[S'Mq,
(b) 0-»[S'+1, M?] 0 Z,S
Proposition

Mq]5 Tor([S'M,, 5'], Zq) ->0,

[s'Mq, Mq] £ Tor(|>, Mq], Zq)-+0.

9. The groups [S'Mq, Mq] are given by the following table for

i < 1.
lS'M..Mg]

/"<-l

!=0

7= - 1

i= 1

q odd
generators

<7= 0 (mod 4)

z,©22

^2 ® ^2

generators

1, IT?jr

7?7Tf177, W? «

q = 2 (mod 4)

-2«?

1

generators

2

(11)

2^2 w Z7
TJ7T,IT?

2. A necessary condition.
Proposition

10. A necessary condition for the existence of a compatible

multiplication nq: EAMAEAM^EAMis

that qEAMbe trivial.

Proof. From (1) we get the exact sequence

[EAMAEAM,EAM]

"^

'

[E A M A E,E A M]X.

(12)

If nq G [E AM A E AM, E AM] is a compatible multiplication, then by
(2) and (3),
l£A« = (lEAM A L)*(l£AMA£ A 0\-
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Then from (12) it follows that q • lEAM = qEAM = 0Notice that this is a condition on E, not on u. Thus given two different
multiplications ¡x and /t' on E, the impact of Proposition 10 on the possible
existence of a compatible u? or ¡iq, respectively, is the same. This will be the
case for all of the conditions we shall derive.
Corollary
11. If there exists a compatible multiplication nq, then for all X
and i, h '{X; Zq) is a Zq module.

For any morphism

y: X -» Y. Let (y)E denote the morphism

lAy:

E A X -» E A y Let [y]E denote the morphism (L A l)y: X -» E A Y.
Lemma 12. (y)E = 0 if and only if [y]E = 0.
Proof. This follows from the commutativity of the following diagrams.

X
(a)

LAI

-+

EAX

[y)E\

Uy)E

lA[y]E

E AX
<b)

-V

(y)£ \

EAE AY
IftAi

EAY

EAY

Proposition
13. If q = 2 (mod 4) the following conditions are equivalent,
and each is necessary for the existence of a compatible multiplication on

E AM.
(a)

(iTpr)£ = 0,

(c)

(ipr)£ = 0,

(e)

[h,]£ = 0,

(b)

(ir,)E = 0,

(d)

[irpr]£ = 0,

(f)

|>]£

= 0.

Proof. That (a) is a necessary condition follows from Proposition 10 and
Lemma 5. In view of Lemma 12, it suffices to show only that (a), (b) and (c)
are equivalent. It is obvious that (b) and (c) each imply (a). Now suppose (a)
holds. From (1) we get an exact sequence

-* [EAS\EAM]

-»

[EAM,EAM].

Since 1 A rn is in the kernel of (1 A "")*»it must be a multiple of q, and thus
of the form qEAM8 for some 5 G[E A S1, E A M]. But qEAM — (ít/w)£ = 0,
so we conclude 1 A "? = (iy)E = 0. The proof that (b) imphes (c) is similar.
Araki and Toda [3, p. 87] obtain a similar, but slightly different condition.
Their condition is that (tjtt)** = 0, which means that for any finite CW-com-

plex X and any x: X -» E (of arbitrary degree), x(l A w): X A M —>E is
trivial. Using Spanier-Whitehead duality in a manner similar to that in the
proof of Proposition 1, we see this is equivalent to requiring that (1 A «7)x' =
0 for any x': X-* E A S1 (of arbitrary degree). Our condition (iij)£ = 0 is
stronger because it does not require that X be finite. This reflects the fact that
our multiplications are defined on a larger category.
A similar distinction relative to [3] and [4] will exist with regard to other
conditions that we shall derive.
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3. Multiplication generators. An obvious and important special case of the
general problem is that of E = S°, with jit = L = l5o. Here we seek a
multiplication ßq: M A M -» M with unit morphism i. Given such a ßq, we

may define nq: E A M A E A M —>E A Mby

^«(MAAjXlArAl).

(13)

Lemma 14. If ßq is such a compatible multiplication on M and p is associative
(mod q), ¡iq as defined in (13) is a compatible multiplication on E AM, which is
quasi-associative. If ßq is Bockstein, then so is ¡iq. If ß is commutative and p is
commutative (mod q), then pq is commutative. If ßq is associative and p is
associative (mod q), then pq is associative.

Proof. Check that all the appropriate diagrams commute.
Lemma 15. If q = 2 (mod 4), then there does not exist a compatible multiplication on M.

Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 10 and Lemma 5.
We shall generalize the notion of defining pq from a multiplication ßq on
M. We shall say that a multiplication pq on EAM
is proper if it is
compatible and has the form

W,= (MlXmA t)(1 A T A 1): E A MA E A M
->EAEAMAM-^EAEAM^>EAM
for some r «■t_: M A M ^ E A M. We call such a t a multiplication
generator, and call pq = u(t) the multiplication generated by t.
If ßq is a multiplication on Mq, and pq is defined from ßq by (13), then pq is

proper with multiplication generator t = (L A 1)A»:M AM -^ E AM.
We say that a multiplication generator t is Bockstein if/fr: MAM—* E A
SM is the sum of the morphisms yl = L A 1 A » and f2 = "ft3". (Compare
with Lemma 3.)
We say that a multiplication generator t is commutative if the following
diagram commutes.

MAM

i

t \

MAM
St

EAM
We say that a multiplication
diagram commutes.

generator t is associative if the following
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TAI

M AM AM

E AM AM
4,1At
EAE AM

4,1At

M AE AM
JTA1
E AM AM

iftAl
1At

EAE AM

MAI

EAM

Let

(a)
(b)

tl = (u A 1)(1 A t)(t A 1): M A M A M-> E A M,
Ti¡= ((iAl)(lAT)(rAl)(lAT):MAMAM^£A^

Proposition

16. (a) A morphism t: M AM -^ E AM

(14)

is a multiplication

generator if and only if the following diagrams commute.
1A«

M
(a)

->

\ LA 1

MAM
S T

E AM
¿Al

M
(b)

-►

^LA.

MAM
S*

(15>

E AM
(b) If t is a multiplication generator and p is commutative (mod q) and
associative (mod q), then p(t) is quasi-associative. If in addition t is associative,
then p(t) is associative.
(c) If p is commutative (mod q) and t is commutative, then u(t) is commutative.
(d) If p is Bockstein, then p(j) is Bockstein.

Proof. See [8, pp. 29-30].
Given a compatible multiplication /y EAMAEAM^>EAM,

we

can define its associated multiplication generator t( pq) by

t( M,) = M,(LA 1 A L A 1): M A M -* E A M.
Proposition
17. (a) t(u?) is always a multiplication generator which is
Bockstein if pq is Bockstein, commutative if pq is commutative, and associative if
pq is associative.
(b) t(u(t)) = T.

Proof. See [8, p. 31].
Corollary
18. If there exists a compatible multiplication pq on E A M, then
there is a proper multiplicatication p'q on EAM.
If pq is Bockstein or is
commutative, then pq is Bockstein or commutative, respectively. If p is commutative (mod q) and p is associative then p' is associative.
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Proof. By Lemma 4 if pq is an associative compatible multiplication, then
p is associative (mod q). The same may easily be shown for commutativity.
Given pq we get a proper multiplication p'q = /x(t( pq)) on E A M. That p'qhas
the same property as pq then follows in each case from Propositions 17 and

16.
4. The stable complex M A M. It is important to have some understanding
of the spectrum MAM, and the switching morphism T: M A M -> M A M.
The material in this section is similar to [3, pp. 98-108].
We define the spectrum N = Nq as follows.

Mq V SMq

»,- "•(Mq:.::..,:/::,
VS1) Uye2

iîq = 2 (mod 4),
iîq = 2 (mod 4), where y = n,iij + n2q.

w

Next we define some morphisms involving N. Let j0: M ^* N denote the
inclusion of the subspectrum of M (in either case), and let k0: N -» SM
denote the morphism collapsing the subspectrum M. Let jt: Sl -> N denote
n2(LAIM1-»
SM —*N if q 2é 2 (mod 4), and let it denote the inclusion of

the subspectrum S ' if q = 2 (mod 4). Let &,: N —*S ' denote irpx: N -*■M -»
S ' if # S 2 (mod 4), and if 9 = 2 (mod 4) let it denote the morphism
collapsing the subspectrum

(S° V Sx)Uy,e2, where 5° is regarded as included

in M by i: 5° -> Af, and y' = nxt) + n2q: Sx-^ S° y SK This is well defined
since m: M^S1
may be regarded
spectrum S° of M.
Note that we have

(a) klJo ~v:M->S\

as the morphism collapsing the sub-

(b) k0jt -i.S1-*

SM.

(17)

Proposition
19. (a) There exists an equivalence a: M A M-* N such that
the following diagram commutes.

1 A if

MAM

M

\\ A it
SM

(18)

TV
(b) A morphism a': M A M —*N satisfies the same conditions as a if and

only ifa' = (l+ j0yk0)a for some y: SM -» M.
(c) If q is odd, then a is unique.

Now suppose a: M A M -» N satisfies the conditions of Proposition 19 (a).
We define a morphism Ta : N —»./V by the commutativity of the following
diagram.
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MAM

-i

«~1
N

MAM

i««-»

(19)

N

Proposition 20. There exists an a: M A M -* N satisfying the conditions of
Proposition 19(a) such that

(a) TJ0 = j0 + jtv: M^N,

(b) k0Ta = k0 + ik, .N-+SM.

5. Definition of a compatible multiplication. We assume now, that if q = 2
(mod 4), then [qM]E = 0 (Proposition 10). We also suppose we have chosen a
fixed a: M A M -» N satisfying Proposition 20. Our aim is to define then a
proper multiplication, or equivalently, a multiplication generator.
From the definition of A^ (16), it may be seen that we can regard Mq\J Sl
as a subspectrum of A^, where if q ?= 2 (mod 4), we regard S ' as a subspectrum of SM via i: S1 -* SM. Let i0: Mq\y Sl -» A^ denote the inclusion.

Then
(a) i0n 1=j0:M-*N,

(b) i0n2 =j1:Sl^M.

Proposition
21. A morphism t: M A M -* E A M is a multiplication
generator if and only if t = ua for some to: N -> E AM with ui0 = (L A l)Pi-

M\/

S1~^E AM.

Proof. See [8, pp. 37-38].
Proposition

22. If q ^2

(mod 4) or q = 2 (mod 4) and [qM]E = 0, then

there exists a multiplication generator t: M A M ^* E A M.

Proof.

We must find u: N -» E A M satisfying the condition of Proposi-

tion 21. If q 5É2 (mod 4), we simply let w = (LA l)Pv N = M V SM -* E
A M. If q = 2 (mod 4), the problem is to extend (L A l)Pi : M V Sl -* E A
M to N = (Mq V S1') Uye2. If we consider representative spaces, we see that
an extension to the stable 2-cell corresponds to a homotopy of (L A 1)"? to 0.
Thus such an extension exists if (and only if) [ir¡]E = 0. But this condition is
equivalent to [qM]E = 0 by Lemma 5 and Proposition 13.
Theorem 23. (&)Ifq = 2 (mod 4) there exists a compatible multiplication pq
on E AM, which is proper and is quasi-associative if p is associative (mod q).
(b)Ifq = 2 (mod 4) there exists a compatible multiplication pqon E AM if
and only if the conditions of Proposition 13 are satisfied. If these conditions hold
pq may be chosen to be proper and if p is commutative (mod q) and associative
(mod q), then pq may be chosen to be quasi-associative.

Proof. The existence of a proper pq follows from Proposition 16(b)
provided p is both commutative (mod q) and associative (mod q). U q S 2
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(mod 4) then from the proof of Proposition 22 it is clear that the chosen

multiplication generator t has the form (L A OiV M/\M-+M-*EAM,
where ßq is a multiplication on M. Given this, it may be checked that
Proposition 16(b), showing pq to be quasi-associative, holds without the
assumption of commutativity (mod q).
If we examine the proof of Proposition 22, we see that if q = 2 (mod 4),
there is an arbitrary choice (of an extension) involved in the construction of t.
Our pq in this case is thus not canonical. If q ^ 2 (mod 4), however, t and pq
are specifically determined, given a fixed a. If q is odd, then by Proposition
19(c) a is unique. Thus in this case we have a canonical choice for pq. If q = 0
(mod 4) then by Proposition 19(b) and the proof of Proposition 20 it may be
seen that there are exactly two choices for a which satisfy Proposition 19(a)
and Proposition 20. If those are designated a and a', they are related by
a' = a(l + j0i-q2Trk0)a.Thus in this case we have two canonical choices of pq
with no distinction between them.
1. Bockstein
multiplications
In this section
are Bockstein.
We continue

Part III: Additional Properties
multiplications. We consider now the existence of compatible
having the various additional properties previously discussed.
we consider the existence of compatible multiplications which
to assume we have fixed a satisfying Propositions 19(a) and

20.
Proposition

24. If q & 2 (mod 4) the multiplication pq on E A M of

Theorem 23 is Bockstein.

Proof. This pq is derived from a multiplication ßq on M. It will suffice to

show that ßq = pxa: M A M-* N = Af V SM -> M is Bockstein. To do this
we use the condition of Lemma 3. Using the results of §11.4we have

Yi+ Ji - 0 A w) + 0 A *)T = (*0 + k0Ta)a
= (£0 ~ ^0 + '*l)a

= '*!«

= "¡Pi«

= ßV-q,

as desired.
Corollary
25. If q ^2 (mod 4) and p is associative (mod q) then there is a
quasi-associative Bockstein multiplication pq on E A M.

Proof. This follows from the above and Theorem 23(a).
Proposition

26. If q = 2 (mod 4) there exists a compatible multiplication on

E A M which is Bockstein if and only if [i]]E = 0.
Proof. See [8, pp. 40-41]. The proof is ultimately analogous to that of
Proposition 22.
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Corollary
27. If q = 2 (mod 4) and p is associative (mod q) and commutative (mod q), then [t¡]e = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a quasi-associative Bockstein multiplication on E AM.

2. Commutativity and associativity when q ^ 2 (mod 4).

Lemma 28. //?s2

(mod 4) then

Ta = n\P\ + n28Pi - niP2 + nÁ£"t2^)P2: N = M V SM ^ N = M V SM
wAeree = 0ifqis odd and either e = 0 or e = I if q =0 (mod 4). {Recall that

8 = (i A l)w: A/ -> SAÍ.)
Proof. Since the wedge product is both a sum and a product in our
category, Ta is clearly the sum of four component morphisms of the type
given. The first three components, as expressed in the lemma, are determined
by Proposition 20. The fourth component must have the form nxr\p2for some

X: SM->M.

By (11), X = 0 if q is odd, while if q a 0 (mod 4) then

X = «V + Ejipr + e2ÍT7where each of e, e, and t2 is either 0 or 1. We also
know that (TMM)2 = 1 and thus by (19) T2 = 1. Ta can be computed directly
in terms of e, et, and e2, and it may be checked that
Ta = n\P\ + n2p2 + ",(e2iT7w)p, + n2(elhrir)p2
= lN + nl(e2irrff)px + n2{txhf7r)p2.

From this we conclude e1 = e2 = 0.

Proposition
29. Suppose p is commutative (mod q). Then if q is odd the
multiplication of Theorem 23 is commutative, while ifq = 0 (mod 4) a sufficient
condition for this multiplication to be commutative is [tjV]£ = Oor equivalently

[tn% = o.
Proof.
Now

pq is generated by Tq = (L A l)Pi«> and is commutative if Tq is.

TqT = (L A ï)P\Taa = (L A 1)/>i("i/>i + n28P\ - n2P2 + «i(«'T/V)p2)a

= (L A l)Pi« + e(L A 1)/Ti^2a = Tq+ e(L A \W*p2a.
Thus if q is odd (and hence e = 0) or if [ir/^7r]£= 0 then TqT = t?. But
exactly analogously to the proof of Proposition 13, [inV]^ = 0 is equivalent
to [ít)2]£ = 0 or [T/^jf = 0 (or analogues of the three other conditions of
Proposition 13).
By technical arguments, this result can be strengthened slightly.
Proposition
30. If p is commutative (mod q) and q = 0 (mod 4) and
[ii72w]£ = 2X for some X: SM -» E A M then there is a proper commutative
multiplication pq on E A M which is also Bockstein. If p is also associative
(mod q), p'q is quasi-associative.
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Proof. See [8, p. 43].
It is not hard to verify that if q = 0 (mod 4) and e = 1, the condition of
Proposition 30 is also necessary to have a commutative compatible multiplication, while if e = 0 the multiplication of Theorem 23 is always commutative. Thus given e, we have a necessary and sufficient condition for a
commutative multiplication. As previously noted, when q = 0 (mod 4) there
are two choices for a satisfying Propositions 19(a) and 20. It is easily checked,
however, that e is independent of a. Unfortunately,
determine e.
We now turn to associativity.

Proposition

31.7/^^2

it does not appear easy to

(mod 4), p is associative (mod q), and [t?tj]£ = 0

= [iv]E, then the multiplication of Theorem 23 is associative.

Proof. See [8, pp. 44-45].
The conditions of Proposition 31 may, of course, be replaced by the
Spanier-Whitehead dual conditions [ip\\E = 0 and [vtt\e = 0 if desired, or by
other equivalent conditions analogous to those of Proposition 13. The following result summarizes what we have shown when q ^ 2 (mod 4), except that
it does not include Proposition 30.

Theorem

32. If q ^ 2 (mod 4) there exists a quasi-associative Bockstein

compatible multiplication pq on E A M. pq is commutative if p is commutative
(mod q) and q is odd, or if [rq2]E = 0. pq is commutative if p is commutative
(mod q) and q is odd, or if [ítj2]£ = 0. pq is associative if p is associative
(mod a) and q is relatively prime to 2 or 3, or if q is odd and [iv]E = 0, or if

[m\E = [«"]* = °3. Reduction to prime powers. This section may be compared with [3, pp.
94-95]. Let r, s > 2 be relatively prime integers with s odd.
Notice that Mr A Ms is trivial since its stable order must divide both 2r
and s, and thus is 1. Also [Mr, Ms] = [Ms, Mr] = 0 since Mr and Ms have

relatively prime stable orders. It is clear as well that Mr V Ms is equivalent to
Mrs since the two spectra have the same integral homology groups. We shall
find morphisms which essentially determine such an equivalence.
Choose integers c and d such that cr + ds = 1. Define A : Mn -» Mr V M,
by A = nxS„ + n2\r and ¿h Mr \J Ms -* M„ by B = dlrj?x + cl„p2. We

shall drop the subscripts on 1, r and s henceforth.

Lemma 33. If r is odd (as well as s) then BA = 1M and AB = lM VA/. If r is
even and [i„Tjff]£ - 0 then [AB]E = [lMJE and [BA]E = [lMtVK]E.
Theorem 34. If r is odd or if r is even and [irsrfrr]E = 0, then there is a
bijection between multiplication generators t„: Mn A M —»E A Mn and pairs
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(rr, Tj) of multiplication

generators

Tr: Mr A Mr -» E A Mr and rs: Ms A Ms ->

E A Ms. Under this correspondence t„ is commutative (associative, Bockstein)
if and only if both Tr and ts are commutative (associative, Bockstein).

Theorem 34 gives a correspondence for multiplication generators, that is,
for morphisms defined on MAM.
A similar correspondence holds for
compatible multiplications, that is, for morphisms defined on E A M A E A
M. Thus if [t)]E = 0 (and thus Theorem 34 applies), then our whole general
problem may be regarded as reduced to the case where q is a prime power.
We shall use this to reduce the problem of determining the existence of
commutative and associative multiplications when q = 2 (mod 4) to the case

of q = 2.
4. Commutativity when q = 2 (mod 4). As mentioned previously, we shall
consider first the case of q = 2. Let a: M2 A M2 -» N2 satisfy Propositions
19(a) and 20. We shall need information about Ta. For this purpose we need
to analyse the group [A^, N2], This section is similar to [4, pp. 85-88].

Lemma 35. In [SM2, M2], 1 A V — W + "?•
Proposition

Proposition

36. [A^, Ay = Z4(& Z4® Z2 with generators

l,jxkx and

37. Ta = lN + j\kx + j0ir\k0 (mod 2[N, N]).

Proposition
38. If q = 2 and p is commutative (mod q) then there is a
commutative compatible multiplication pq on E A M if and only if [r{]E = 0. If
this condition holds pq may be chosen to be Bockstein and, if p is also associative
(mod q), to be quasi-associative.

Proof. See [8, pp. 51-52].
Note that by Lemma 35 we could replace the condition [îf]E = 0 by

m = o.

Corollary
Proof.

39. Proposition 38 holds with q = 2 replaced by q = 2 (mod 4).

This follows from Propositions 38 and 29 and Theorem 34.

5. Associativity when q = 2 (mod 4). Again we consider the case of q = 2.
Fix a: M2 AM2—> M2 as in the previous section. Let Xj and X2 denote
morphisms making the following diagrams commute.
M2AM2

-»

la
AT2

->

M2 A M2

M2AM2

^a

4-°

N2

N2

-»

M2 A M2

Ia
-»

N2
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Xj can be defined explicitly as (i A 0*10 A "). By Proposition 37 then
Tm2,m2= K2 + X, + X2(mod 2[ AT2A M2, M2 A M2]).

Proposition 40. If q = 2, [r¡]E = 0 and p is commutative (mod q) and
associative (mod q), then there is an associative Bockstein multiplication pq on

E A Mq. If [t7]£ = 0, then this pq is also commutative.
Proof. The proof is long, though considerably simpler than [4, pp. 92-104],
which achieves a similar result working in the category of spaces. Using
Proposition 16, it suffices to work with multiplication generators. By Proposition 26 there is a multiplication generator r which is Bockstein. We shall show
that such a t is associative. The final assertion of the Proposition will then
follow from Proposition 38 and its proof.

Let ^ denote the fixed equivalence IAT:MAMAM-*MAMAM.
It will be convenient to make use of ip, as it takes the subspectrum M A S° A

M of M A M A M to the subspectrum MAMA

S°, which is easier to deal

with. We want to show (see (14)) that tl = tr. It can be checked that tr is
equivalent to the following composition.

MAMAM

1,(TAW=<Kl+>>> + *2)*

-*

rAl = (l+X,+X2)Al

-»

1A7-=1A(1+A,

-h>

+ X2)

MAMAM

MAMAM

tAI

-+ EAMAM

IAt

EAM AM ^> EAEA

vll

M-* EAM.

(20)
Note that the first morphism iK^AlH

switches the first and third factors in

MAMAM.
For the three morphisms involving TMM in (20) we have indicated T = 1

+ X, + X2. This of course is mod 2[M AM, M A M]. As far as the total
composition

is concerned,

since [2M]£ = 0, these congruences may be re-

garded as equalities. Also, by Lemma 35, X, = (i A 0*70 A *") may be
replaced by (1 A 0v(v A ») if desired, since [t¡]e = 0. Thus (20) may be
regarded as a sum of twenty-seven morphisms. By the way t is defined,
however (essentially by Proposition 21), tX2 = 0. Thus we need not consider
the X2 involved in the second two terms involving T in (25). Thus we are left
with a sum of twelve morphisms, which may be described as morphisms of
the form (x,y, z) where x may be 1, X„ or X2,and.y and z may each be either

1 or Xx.
Now it may easily be checked that the (1, 1, 1) morphism is tl. Thus it
remains to show that the sum of the other eleven morphisms is trivial. For the

details of this, see [8, pp. 54-56].
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Corollary

41. Proposition 40 holds with q = 2 replaced by q = 2 (mod 4)

with the additional hypothesis in case q = 0 (mod 3) that [ir]E = 0.

Proof. Using Theorem 34, this follows from Proposition 40 and Theorem
36, except that when q is a multiple of three we must assume [iq/2v]E = 0.
However, since iq/2 = 2i?: S° -* Mq —*Mq/2 by (8)(a), it follows that [iv]E =
0, i.e., [iqv]E = 0, is sufficient.

Part IV: Classification

of Multiplications

1. General classifications. The general idea of this part is as follows.
Suppose pq is a compatible multiplication on E AM having certain properties. Then we want to classify relative to pq, in a sense to be made precise, all
compatible multiplications on E A M. We shall also classify multiplication
generators, which is equivalent, essentially by Proposition 17, to classifying
proper multiplications.
Proposition 42. If there exist any multiplication generators t: E A M -* E
A M, there is a one-to-one correspondence of the set of all such multiplication
generators, or of the set of all proper multiplications on E AM, with [S2,

E A M] m h~2(S°; Zq). If d(T', t) denotes the element of [S2, E A M] corresponding to a multiplication generator t', then t' — r = d(T, t0(i7 A *)'• MA

M^E

AM.

Proof. We may regard MAS0

and S0 A M as subspectra of M A M

with inclusions 1 A ' and i A 1 respectively. Let M denote the union of these
subspectra and i: M -» M A M its inclusion. Considering the stable cell
structure oî M A M we have a cofiber sequence

jl/4 M AM^

S2.

(21)

By Proposition 16(a) a morphism t'\ M AM -* E AM \% a. multiplication
generator if and only if r'i is as specified by (15). The classification claimed
for multiplication generators then follows from the cofiber sequence (21). By
Corollary 18 there is a correspondence of multiplication generators with
proper multiplications, so proper multiplications are classified in the same
way.
Proposition 42 defines d(r', t) G [S2, E A M] for multiplication generators
t and t'. Let us also let d( pq, pq) = d(r( p'q), t( pq)) for proper multiplications
pq and p'q.

Proposition 43. (a) Let pq: EAMAEAM^EAMbea

compatible

multiplication. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence of the set of all such

compatible multiplications with [E A S ' A E A S ', E A M] « h ~2(E A
E; Zq). If e( p'q,pq) denotes the element of [E A S ' A E A S \ E A M] corresponding to a compatible multiplication p', then
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AM.

(b) If pq is proper then the proper multiplications correspond to the subgroup of

[E A S1 AE AS1, E AM] consistingof X of the form pL(pA#)(l A TA
I) for some 0 G [S2, E A M]. If pq corresponds to such a X then d(p'q, p) = (L

Al AlAl)e(pq,pq).
Proof,

(a) is proved in the same manner as Proposition 42 regarding

E AM AE AS0 and E AS0 AE AM as subspectra of E A M A E A
M with respective inclusions 1 A 1 A 1 A ' and 1 A ¡ A 1 A !•
(b) then follows from the definition of proper multiplications and Proposi-

tion 42.
Define C: [S2, E A M]-»[E A S1 A E A S\ E A M] by C(0) = pL(p
AÖ)(lA7,Al)asin
Proposition 43(b). Then C is injective, as 0 = X(LA 1
Al-Al)The two preceding propositions can then also be expressed in the
following manner.
Corollary

44. If there exists compatible multiplications on E AM

(i.e., if

q = 2 (mod 4) or if [q]E = 0), then the group [E A S1 A E A S\ E A M]
acts transitively without fixed points on the set of such compatible multiplications. Regarding [S2, E A M]as a subgroup under C, it acts transitively on the
proper multiplications.

2. Quasi-associativity. By Proposition 16(b) we know that if u is commutative (mod q) and associative (mod q), then every proper multiplication is
quasi-associative. The converse also holds.

Proposition

45. If p is commutative (mod q) and associative (mod q) then a

compatible multiplication on E AM is quasi-associative if and only if it is
proper. Thus under these hypotheses we may replace "proper" by "compatible
and quasi-associative" in Propositions 42 and 43, and Corollary 44.

Proof. As noted, the "if' part comes from Proposition 16(b). For the "only
if' part, we shall show that if pq is quasi-associative, then p'q — p(r( pq)), and
thus is proper. Let pq = p(t( p'q)). Then t( pq) = t( p'q).Thus

0 = d{T{p'q),T(pq)) = e(pq, pq)(l A 1 A L A 1).
It remains to show that e(p'q, u?)(LA 1 A L A 1) = 0, together with the
quasi-associativity of pq and pq, implies e( p'q,pq) = 0, and thus p'q = pq. For

this see [8, pp. 59-60].
3. Bockstein multiplications.
Proposition 46. Suppose t is a multiplication generator which is Bockstein.
Then a multiplication generator t' is Bockstein if and only if ßd(T', t) = 0.
Likewise if pq is proper and Bockstein and p'q is proper, then p'q is Bockstein if
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and only if ßd( p'q, pq) = 0. If pq is any compatible multiplication, then pq is

Bockstein if and only if ße( p'q,pq) = 0.
Proof. The idea is the same in all cases. For multiplication generators, t' is
Bockstein if and only if ySr = f, + y2. Now yx and y2 do not depend on the
choice of multiplication generators. Thus if r is Bockstein, then t' is if and
only if 0 = /J(t' — t) = ßd(T', t)(it A «"). By the usual exact sequence argument this is equivalent to ßd(r'T) = 0.
Corollary
47. If there exist compatible multiplications on E AM which are
Bockstein (i.e., if q = 2 (mod 4) or [tj]£ = 0), then the group ker(/}„) c [E A
S1 AE A S1, E A M] acts transitively without fixed points on the set of all
such. The subgroup ker(/?^) c [S2, E A M] (with inclusions induced by C) acts
transitively on the proper multiplications which are Bockstein.
Corollary

48. In Corollary 47 we may replace

\tgr(ß,)c[EASlAEAS\EAl*]
by
[EASlAEASl,E]®Zq®

Tor(q[E A Sl A E, E], Zq)

and

ker()8,)c[52,£AM]

by [S2, E] 0 Zq © TorfafS1, E], Zq).

Proof. The two assertions are proved in the same manner. We prove the
latter. If there exists compatible multiplications on E A M then by Proposition 7 we have a split short exact sequence
0^[S2,E}®Zq<1^'

[52,JBAA/](1^)-Tor([S2,£A51],Z,)^0

Toi([S\E],Zq)

(22)
Given 9 G [S2, E A M] we have ß(9) = (1 A 0(1 A Tt)9.By (1) then, ß(9)
= 0 if and only if (1 A tí)9 is a multiple of q in [S2, E A Sl] « [5 ', E]. The
desired conclusion then follows from the splitting of (22).
Roughly, ker(/?„) classifies compatible multiplications (proper multiplications, multiplication generators) which are Bockstein in the various cases. A

subgroup of ker(j8J c [S\ E A M] is ker((l A *)*)• By (1) this is Im((l A
0»): [S2, E] -> [S2, E AM] and thus is isomorphic to [S2, E] 0 Zq or
h~2(E) 0 Zq. This corresponds to the first summand in the expression given
in Corollary 48. Thus if pq is proper and Bockstein then a subset of the set of
all compatible multiplications

with these properties is in one-one correspon-

dence with h~2(E) 0 Zq. We shall discuss this subset in IV.5.
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4. Commutativity.
Proposition

49. Suppose r is a commutative multiplication generator. Then a

multiplication generator t' is commutative if and only if 2d(Tr, t) = 0. A similar
assertion holds with "multiplication generator" replaced by "proper multiplication".

Proof. Let a: M A M-* N satisfy Propositions 19(a) and 20. Since t is
commutative, r' is commutative if and only if (t' — t)Tmm = t' — t. We
have t' — t = d(Tr, t)(w A it) and

0' - r)TMtM= d(T', r)f> A 1)0 A *)TMM = d(T', t)(^ A Vk0aTMM

= d(T', t)0 A \)k0Taa = d(T', rX« A l)(-*o + *i)«

= -d(T', t)(tt A 1)V = ~dW, t)(tt A it).
Thus t' is commutative if and only if d(Y, t)(tt A it) = -¿0', t)(it A w).
By an exact sequence argument based on (1), this is equivalent to 2¿(t', t) =
0. The second assertion of the proposition is, of course, equivalent to the first.
Corollary
50. If there exist commutative multiplication generators (commutative proper multiplications, commutative quasi-associative compatible multiplications), then Tor([52, E A M], Z^ acts transitively without fixed points on
the set of all such. If one of these is Bockstein, then the subgroup ker( /?,) of this
group acts transitively on the set of all such.
Corollary
51. If q is odd, commutative multiplication generators (commutative proper multiplications, commutative quasi-associative compatible multiplications if p is commutative (mod q) and associative (mod q)) exist and are unique.

Corollary
52. For q = 2, if there is a commutative multiplication generator
(proper multiplication, quasi-associative compatible multiplication), i.e., if [i\]E
= 0 (and p is commutative (mod q) and associative (mod q) for the compatible
multiplication case), then all multiplication generators (proper multiplications,
quasi-associative compatible multiplications) are commutative.

5. Associativity. Recall that in §3 we remarked that a subset of the set of
proper multiplications which are Bockstein are in one-one correspondence
with h~2(E) 0 Zq.
Proposition 53. If p is commutative (mod q) and pq is proper and Bockstein
and is associative, then all of the multiplications corresponding to h~2(E) 0 Zq
are associative.
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Proof. See [8, pp. 64-65].
6. Applications. We consider some applications of our results to some of the
better known multiplicative cohomology theories. These theories (and their
representing spectra) are stable cohomotopy (S°), ordinary cohomology
(KZ), complex /f-theory (BU), connective complex K-theory (bu), real ^-theory (BO), connective real /if-theory (bo), complex cobordism (MU), special
unitary cobordism (MSU), and symplectic cobordism (MSp). Each has a
standard multiplication which is commutative and associative.
Proposition
54. There is a unique compatible multiplication on S0 A M «
M when q is odd, which is Bockstein, commutative, and associative when q is not
a multiple of three. When q a 0 (mod 4) there are two compatible multiplications on M which are Bockstein. When q = 2 (mod 4) there are no compatible
multiplications on M.

Proof.

This has essentially been shown previously.

Proposition
55. There is a unique quasi-associative compatible multiplication on KZ A M for all q, which is Bockstein, commutative and associative.

Proof. This is easily checked using our previous results and the fact that

[*•«]-{5\l\
Proposition 56. There are exactly q quasi-associative compatible multiplications on BU A M. All are Bockstein and associative. Exactly one, two, or none
of these are commutative, depending on whether q is odd, q = 0 (mod 4), or

q = 2 (mod 4).
Proof. The homotopy groups of BU are given by the periodicity theorem.
From these it follows that [t}]BU= 0 and [v]BU = 0. Thus by Theorem 32 and
Corollary 41 there is at least one associative Bockstein compatible multiplication for all q. We have a short exact sequence

0-*fS2, BU]®Za°^>'\S2,BUAMf^KToT(\S2,BUASl],Za)^0
8
8
Zq

J

ToT([S\BU],Zq)

*

0
Thus [S2, BU A M] «s Zq. Thus there are q quasi-associative compatible
multiplications by Propositions 42 and 45. By Proposition 46 they are all
Bockstein, and by Proposition 53 they are all associative. By Corollary 51,
when q is odd there is always a unique commutative one. When q = 0
(mod 4) there is a commutative one by Proposition 29, and by Corollary 50
there are exactly two such. When q = 2 (mod 4) [r)]BU=£ 0 by [3, pp. 83-84],
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and thus, by Proposition 38, there are no commutative compatible multiplications.

Proposition

57. The conclusions of Proposition 56 hold also for multiplica-

tions on MUAM

and bu A M.

Proof. There is a morphism \p: MU -^ BU of ring spectra. This is discussed in [5]. Furthermore (see [5]), ir+(MU) is a polynomial algebra over Z
with a generator in each even positive dimension. Thus [S1, MU] «0 and
[S2, MU] ä> Z. We have a commutative diagram

[S°,MU]

-*

U,

[SM, MU]

I*.

[S°, BU]

X

[SM,BU]

i/»,: [5°, MU] -*■[S°, BU] is an isomorphism since \p is a morphism of ring
spectra. Thus since [t}]bu ¥= 0 it follows that [ij]MU ¥= 0. Thus the proof of the
preceding proposition applies equally well here.
As for bu, there is a morphism of ring spectra bu -» BU which is an
isomorphism on homotopy groups in nonnegative dimensions, so the same
reasoning works in this case also.

Proposition 58. If q is odd there is a unique quasi-associative compatible
multiplication on BO A M, which is Bockstein, commutative, and associative. If
q = 0 (mod 4) there are precisely four quasi-associative compatible multiplications on BO A M, precisely two of which are Bockstein. If q = 2 (mod 4) there
are no compatible multiplications on BO A M.

Proof. It is well known that [S ', BO] «s Z2, [S2, BO] « Z2, and [S3, BO]
« 0. Thus [v]BO = 0. By Theorem 1.2 of [1], [t¡]bo ¥= 0. By an exact sequence
argument based on (1), it follows that [in]so ¥= 0. Then by Proposition 13
there are no compatible multiplications on BO A M when q = 2 (mod 4).
We have a short exact sequence

0^>[S2,BO] ® Z^^'lS2,

BO A Mf^)mToT([S2,

BO A S1], Zq) ^>0

Tox{[S\BO],Zq).
For q odd we see that [S2, BO AM]«0.

By Theorem 32 and Propositions

42 and 45 we get the desired conclusion for q odd. These same results and the
short exact sequence imply that there are four quasi-associative compatible
multiplications when q = 0 (mod 4). By Proposition 46 and an exact
sequence argument based on (1) we see that precisely two of these are

Bockstein.
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Proposition

59. The conclusions of Proposition 58 hold also for multiplica-

tions on M SU A M, MSp AM and bo AM.
Proof.

There are morphisms of ring spectra MSp -» MSU-* BO (see [5])

and bo -» BO. By [6], [S1, MSU] « Z2 « [S2, MSU] and [S3, MSU] « 0,
while by [7], [S ', MSp] « Z2 « [S2, MSp] and [S3, MSp] « 0. Using reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 57, the proof of Proposition 58 then goes
through here.

Part V: The Bockstein Spectral Sequence
Let/? be a prime. Smashing (1) with E we get a cofiber triangle

E

4

1A»

\

E
S

l Ai

E AMp
where 1 A it has degree -1.
For any CJP-spectrum X we then get an exact couple

2h'(X)

4

2h'(X)

kp\

Sp,

2h'(X; Zp)
where kp is induced by (1 A it)- The resulting spectral sequence
{2.¡E'r(X; Zp), r > 1} is the Bockstein spectral sequence of X and h. Let dr
denote the differential of Er.
Additively this spectral sequence is quite analogous to the ordinary Bockstein spectral sequence. It converges if the coefficient groups of h aie finitely
generated. We shall concern ourselves with obtaining multiplications on the
successive E*. This section may be compared with [4, pp. 108-118].
Lemma 60. For integers q, r > 2 there is a cofiber sequence
i,T.

J

-* Mr^

f

Mrq^

irVq

Mq^

Lemma 61. A morphism \'. X —*E A Mq (of arbitrary degree) represents a
class in E* (X; Zp) if and only if there is a commutative diagram

EAM
x,/>

X

\1A/H

X

(23)

EAMp

Proof. The proof is by induction on r and is obvious for r = 1. Suppose
the lemma holds for r. Since by (9)(a), pr=pr~1p:
Mp,+\ -» Mp, a diagram
(23) can exist for r + 1 only if it exists for r. Suppose then that we have the
diagram (23) and thus x represents a class in E*(X; Zp). By (8Xd) we get an
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expanded commutative diagram
lAv

EAMpr

EAS1

4/>'-'

X Ü E A M,

(24)

1A*>

¿AS1

Now x represents a class in E*+ X(X; Zp) if and only if (1 A itp')x is a multiple
of pr. By (24) this is so if and only if (1 A ipitp')Xris zero. But by Lemma 60

this is so if and only if x- = 0 A P)Xr+\: X -* E A Mp,+>-» E A Mpr for
some Xr+r- X-* E A Mp,*u By (9)(a) this is equivalent to x = (1 AplXr+v
X -» E A Mpr*i -» E A Mp, and thus to the existence of a diagram (23) for
r + 1.

Lemma 62. If p = 2 then E* is a Z2 modulefor r > 2.
Proof. It suffices to prove this for r = 2. By Lemma 61 it will suffice to
show that 2-2: M4 —*M2 is trivial. This is so because, using an exact
sequence argument based on (1), it may be shown that [MA, M2] = Z2 © Z2.
(Compare with Proposition 9 and see also [3, pp. 81-82].)
Let a = aq: M A M -» N be chosen to satisfy Propositions 19(a) and 20.
We use the various notions of §11.4.
Lemma 63. Let s > r > 1 be integers. Then

(a) k.a^p^JK P~l = p-%a,.: Mp,-> S\
(b) (P'-A Ji-'Xvrfc
= PS~ri«P'TXivSl-*Mp,A

Mp,.

Proof. Compare [3, pp. 104-105]. In view of (9) it suffices to consider the
case s = r + I. For (a), by (8)(a), (18), (17Xa) and (8)(d) we have

*,V(^ A/00 A *,,*.)= *i<y0 A ip-XP
Al)
= kxj0p = itpp = pirp,+, - pkxj0 = p*,<y-i(l

A '>*>)•

By (1) we see then that

kxaj,r(p AP) = pk^.+i

+ X(l A V*')

for some X G [SMp,+i, S1]. By (10), X = 0 if p is odd, so we are done in this
case. For thep = 2 case, see [8, pp. 71],
The proof of (b) is similar and dual.
Lemma 64. There are commutative diagrams

E AMp,
Ip^aF^

X

EAMpr

Z

M,,AM,.
UaJ1^
Mp,AMpr

(25)
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Here s > r > 1 are integers, with the case of p = 2 and r = 1 allowed only if
[2]E = 0; and Tp, and Tp, are specific multiplication generators determined by

Proposition 22.
Proof. Again by (9) it suffices to consider the case í = r + 1. As previously noted, if p is odd, Proposition 17 determines a specific unique choice of
Tp,. Forp = 2 and r > 2 there are two choices for Tp, depending on the choice
of Opr, while forp = 2 and r = 1 there may be many choices for Tp,.
We proceed inductively on r, the inductive procedure being necessary only
to cover the case of p = 2. We begin when p = 2 by choosing any t2 or t4,
along with o2 or a4 (depending on whether or not [rj]E = 0), satisfying

Proposition 22.
We suppose now that rpi, . . . ,Tp, have been chosen so that (25) commutes
with Tpk+\and Tpkin place of Tp, and Tprfor k < r. We want Tp,+\so that (25)
commutes with s •» r + 1. As previously noted, we have no choice whenp is
odd. When p = 2 we have two choices for rp**i (and ol^+i). Choose one

arbitrarily, reserving the right to change the choice later.
From the proof of Proposition 22 we have
V*' = Pl0^'*'1 Mp.+\ A Mpr+X-» Mpr+, V SMpr+>-» Mpr+L

Thus
(1 A p)v+1 = (L A l)ppxaj,r.,: Mp,+>A Mp,+>-+ Mpr+,.

On the other hand,

v(M;")(v)"'»i

= v(^Ap)0 A $,«■■)
= v(l A y)£ = (L A l)p: *£,♦. -* E A Mp,.

It follows that it suffices to prove that Tp,(p A />)(op"')-1"2 = 0: SMp,+i —*E
A Mpr. For the details of this proof (possibly changing the choice of Tpr-n if

p = 2), see [8, pp. 73-74].
Theorem

65. (a) Suppose [r\]E = 0 if p = 2. For r > 1 /Aere w a multiplica-

tion ntj,: Er'(X; Zp) 0 £/(y; Z,) -> JE^C* A F; Z^). (mp is bilinear, natural,
and has a two-sided unit.) mx is a compatible multiplication on modp cohomology. mr+x is induced by mr for all r. Thus, in the obvious sense, each mr is

compatible with p.
(b) dr is an antiderivation with respect to mr.
(c) 77je mr's are commutative for p odd and for p = 2 and r > 2. mx is also

commutative for p = 2if[fj]E = 0.
(d) TÄe m/s are associative if p ¥= 3 or if [i3v] = 0.

Proof. We choose multiplication generators Tp, satisfying Lemma 64. Let
Ppr be the corresponding multiplications. Let mx = pp. We shall show indue-
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tively that mx induces successive multiplications mr on Er for r > 2.
Suppose we have mr. Suppose we have cohomology classes represented by
x: X -» E A Mp and x': Y-* E A M (of arbitrary degrees) which represent
cocycles of Er, and thus elements of Er+X. Choose Xr+i: X —>E A Mp,+> and

Xr+v Y-> E A Mp,+<as given by Lemma 61. Then, by Lemma 64,

/i»(xA x') = (i A p')/y-(Xr A ¿).
Thus Pp(x Ax) represents a cocycle in Er. Thus mr+,, which we are in the
process of defining (we still must show that the product of a cocycle and a
coboundary in Er is a coboundary), may by Lemmas 61 and 64 be regarded
as induced by either ju^or ¿y.
Now suppose x: X -» E A Mp represents a cocycle in Er and x': Y —»E A
Mp represents any class X' in Er. Choose x-+i as above, and choose &
y~» E A Mpr as in Lemma 61. Let x-0 A p)Xr+i: X-> E A Mpr. Consider
the following diagram, which by (8) is commutative.

E AM p rA5'

1 A /pr, A 1

lA/"1

A 1

1 A 77.
/ 1A L A 1
E A Mpr-&+
e A Sl-►
EAMpAS1
»»•-i

1 Ap r-\

>iAI„

1 Arrr

-*£■ AS1

From the diagram we see that (1 A ip A 1X1A itpdxi = 0 A Prl

A

l)ßprxl represents dr(x'), and more generally, that (»boundaries in Er are
represented by morphism (1 Apr~x)ßp\
X: Y-* E A Mpr. Since u^,, is Bockstein, we have

(ia/"'K4a^)
-(iA/»r-1)^^o&Axi)±OA/',-IM^'X-Ax;)

(26>

but

(1A/-'Mí8/xAx;)

= 41A/"1A1)j8/xA(1A/-1)x')

=0

by Lemma 64, the above remarks and the fact that x is a cocycle. Thus also
by the remarks above, the right side of (26) represents a coboundary. Thus
mr+x is as desired.
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(b) follows from our representation of (»boundaries stated above, together

with the fact that /y is Bockstein.
(c) and (d) follow from the known properties of Pp and /y.
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